**Initial Sounds eBooks:**

- bl – blab, blip, blob, blog, blot
- ch – chat, chin, chip, chop, chug
- cl – clam, clap, clef, clip, club
- cr – crab, crag, crib, crop
- dr – drab, drag, drip, drop, drum
- fl – flag, flan, flap, flat, fled, flex, flip, flop
- gl – glad, glam, glob, glum
- gr – grab, gram, gran, grid, grin, grip, grub
- pl – plan, plot, plug, plum, plus
- pr – pram, prof, prop
- sh – shed, shin, ship, shop, shut
- sk – skim, skin, skip
- sl – slab, slat, sled, slim, slog, slot, slug
- sn – snap, snip, snug
- sp – spin, spot, spud, spun
- st – stag, stem, step, stop, stub, stud, stun
- sw – swam, swig, swim, swum
- th – thin, thud, thug
- tr – tram, trap, trek, trim, trip, trod, trot

**Short ‘A’ eBooks:**

- ab – blab, crab, drab, grab, slab
- ag – crag, drag, flag, stag
- am – clam, glam, gram, pram, swam, tram
- an – flan, gran, plan, scan
- ap – clap, flap, snap, trap
- at – chat, flat, slat

**Short ‘E’ Books:**

- ed – fled, shed, sled
- Mix 1 – clef, flex, fret, stem, step, trek
- Mix 2 – shed, fret, clef, sled, flex, trek, stem, fled, step
**Short ‘I’ eBooks:**

im – brim, skim, slim, swim, trim  
in – chin, grin, shin, skin, spin, thin, twin  
ip – blip, chip, clip, drip, flip, grip, ship, skip, snip, trip  
Mix 1 – drip, slim, grid, skin, brim, trip, chin, grip, swim, clip, spin, twig, ship  
Mix 2 – grin, skip, trim, crib, shin, blip, thin, chip, swim, flip, skin, twin, snip

**Short ‘O’ eBooks:**

og – blog, frog, slog, smog  
op – chop, crop, drop, flop, prop, shop, stop  
ot – blot, plot, slot, spot, trot  
Mix 1 – flop, trod, slot, blog, stop, plot, crop, blob, smog, chop  
Mix 2 – spot, frog, prop, glob, trot, drop, slog, prof, blot, shop

**Short ‘U’ eBooks:**

ub – club, grub, stub  
ud – spud, stud, thud  
ug – chug, drug, plug, snug, thug  
um – drum, glum, plum, swum  
Mix 1 – spud, thug, stun, plum, scut, drug, stud, grub, swum, club, slug  
Mix 2 – plug, spun, thud, scut, drum, snug, plus, stub, glum, shut, chug

**CCVC Mixes:**

Mix 1 – shut, glob, brim, chat, sled, drug, trip, flan, plot, club, grab, shin, blip, swum, frog  
Mix 2 – gran, trim, shop, drum, blab, skin, trek, scut, clam, flop, slat, prof, stag, grub, snip  
Mix 3 – trod, swig, flat, clip, stud, drab, grip, step, thug, slot, brim, plan, crop, swam, chin  
Mix 4 – skip, flap, swim, plug, spot, gram, stun, crib, slob, block, slag, blip, drip  
Mix 5 – chug, scan, trot, fret, slim, trap, plum, ship, Brad, chop, spud, twin, glam, snug, crab  
Mix 6 – pram, spin, thud, smog, glad, flex, blot, stub, clab, skim, fled, stop, drag, flip, slug  
Mix 7 – twig, drop, glum, snap, clef, grin, spin, flag, prop, chip, tram, stem, blog, grid, plus  
Adjectives – drab, flat, glad, glam, glum, shut, skim, slim, snug, thin  
Animals – clam, crab, frog, slug, stag, stud  
Body Parts – chin, scut, shin, skin  
People – gran, prof, thug, twin  
Verbs Mix 1 – blab, chug, clab, fled, grip, plan, slob, snap, spin, step, swim, trod  
Verbs Mix 2 – chat, drip, flat, flex, grin, scan, shut, skip, stop, swam, trek, trot  
Verbs Mix 3 – blog, chop, drag, flip, fret, grab, ship, shop, sled, snip, spin, trim
2 Words:

Mix 1 – big blob, red crab, thin slot, flat slab, red shed, big grin
Mix 2 – red flag, thin brim, big ship, red blot, big spot, flat slat
Mix 3 – big thud, red drum, thin stem, wet blob, red blip, big step
Mix 4 – thin frog, big shop, thin tip, bus stop, big plan, thin lid
Mix 5 – big stag, thin pin, red clip, drab cap, big trip, thin chip